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rn to push
points
creditation
focus mainly on the university's self-study, which was
completed after an 18-month
evaluation of all university
areas, including academic
departments, student organizations, civil service and
other personnel, Whitley
said.
The self-study indicates
that Eastern is far ahead of
many of its peer institutions
with respect to graduation
rates.
"'The rate of graduation for
a class at Eastern is second
in the state only to the
University of Illinois,"
Whitley said. "This shows
that the university is strong
" See ltA8TBIUf Page 2A

es filed
st Panther's
viduals with public possession of alcohol.
Panther's currently is servfiled Mon- ing a two-month suspension
owner of a after Mayor Dan Cougill, actalleged liquor- ing as liquor commissioner,
• stemming found the establishment
1 compliance guilty of seven liquor-code
month.
violations.
Cougill in
Brian Bower December ruled Panther's
rs, owner of guilty of five counts of allowounge, 1421 ing underage customers into
charged with the bar and two counts of
duals to con- serving underage drinkers.
establishPanther's suspension ends
& valid liquor
Feb.25.
A hearing is scheduled
before Cougill in early

ms

t See CHARGES Page 2A

Camptis co
prove to be a
BJ' BRIA1' BOCllSL
Campus editor

The condoms offered to
students in Eastern's residence hall vending machines are more likely to
rupture durin g sex than
most other bran ds, a consumer study has shown.
The results, published in
Consumer Reports magazine in March 1989, indicated that Lifestyles ExtraStrength with Nonoxynol-9,
a spermicide, finished next
to last with a projected failure rate of more than 10
percent.
Lou Hencken, vice presi- ·
dent for student affairs, said
Cater-Vend Inc., the company that supplies Eastern

with condoms, should be
notified immediately.
~o matter what we put
in the residence halls, we
don't want to oft'er something to students that has
failed a test," he said.
Roy Druin, general manager of Cater-Vend Inc.,
refused to comment on the
results of the condom study.
Condoms were first
placed in Eastern's residence halls in August 1993
after several requests were
made by students. Mark
Shaklee, acting director of
housing and dining services,
said Friday he looked at two
major factors when ordering
the condoms.
"The large number of
requests from students was

ona--;.-

whme-~-•
nal .....
were alao •1e1•11&.llll•t...

m

the spread AIDS
pus."
Shaklee saW be clid..not
know about the m91azine's
research and hi8 office did
not consider different
brands of condoms on the
market at the time, inata.d
going only with the brand
offered by Cater-Vend, Inc.
Shaklee was unavailable
to comment Monday on the
study's results.
As part of the magazine's
study, more than 35 types o(
condoms made by several
companies including Sheik.,

• See CONDOll Page 2A

ty experiencing only mild growing pain
lies and settle down." He
said the 0.9
percent increase wasn't
1992
1994
1980
1980
a surprise.
•compared
52,129
52,260
51,644
51,795
to the 1960s
and 1970s, it
was a very
small
ining," McDermand said. "If you took crease," McDermand said. "Hisa survey of Coles County residents, torically speaking, looking at the
I think that you will find people 1980s and 1990s, the figure is not
from California are now here."
too far oft' from the norm."
The rural population is increasTechnology improvements have
ing, in part, because many Amer- also made working at home easier
icans want to rai1e families in quiet than commuting to major cities, he
environments, McDermand aait;l.
said.
"Back in the 1970s, we looked for
"With computer and technology
the exciting city life," McDermand improvements, people are actually
said. ~ow, we want to raise fami- doing work from home instead of

AT

ation of Illinois and
has increased slightly
t four years, figures
. Census Bureau show.
es County population
9 percent between 1990
cently released statis. In Illinois during the
overall population
.8 percent.
rmand, director of the
ty Regional Planning
ent Commission, said
moving from other areas
and California to Coles
k that California has
'out-migration' - they are
people than import-

A GLANCE

Coles County Population

commuting to bigger cities,•
McDermand said. "It is easier to do
business from home now."
The average cost of living is
lower in Coles County than other
areas, McDermand said, addin1
another reason for population
growth.
"Compared to other areas, we
(Coles County) look reasonable
because we have a university setting, which helps," McDermand
said.
As the population of Illinois
increases, Coles County's population usually does the same,
McDermand said.
"Relative to other areas, we held
our own in the 1980s," McDermaad
said. "We were actually outpacin8
many non-metropolitan U'88 in
state."

kills teenage girlfriend, sets corpse af1
CAVE-IN-ROCK (AP) - A teen-age
under a
,U. of burning lawn furniture in her
hlirfriend,s back yard had been stranPcl, authorities said Monday.
The girl's 30-year-old boyfriend
WM being held Monday pending the
filing of formal charges in the death
of 15-year-ol d Jamie Yarber of
Harrisburg.
The man was expected to be
cluarged Tuesday with murder, con-

cealment of homicidal death, production of marijuana and possession of
marijuana, said Sgt. James Nelson of
the State Police in Ullin.
Police, acting on a tip, arrest.ed the
suspect on Friday night after finding
him in the back yard of his mobile
home, tending a fire. Hardin County
Sheriff' Carl Cox said the suspect was
burning Yarbers body.
"They told me he strangled her and
dragged her outside and put some

Prl whose body was found

Citadel
tries again Condom
to bar
females

• From Page lA

Gold Circle, Lifestyles and Ramses
were examined.
In one test, the condoms were filled
with water to determine their
strength. Several bulges formed
around the tip of the Lifestyles htraStrength with Nonoxynol-9 condom
when it was filled with water, revealing thin spots on the condom where a
rupture is more likely.

RICHMOND, Va CAP) - An
attorney tbr The Citadel asked
• ....i appeals court today to
uphold the school's all-male
adnri-ions policy in light of a
ruling laat week that allows
Vqinia Military Institute to
. . . . . women.
three-judge panel of the
U.S. Circuit Court of
A
als and a lawyer for
., From Page lA
Sbunon Faulkner, who has
a Keel to become The in preparing students for
Ci
'• tint female cadet, succe11 and we will be su re
noted the cases are not the to show that to the team."
ame.
After a careful examinaVMI is setting up an alter- tion of the university, the
native military-style program NCA team will make its recfor women to begin this fall, ommendation for accreditawhile The Citadel said it will tion, which will be decided
CIDly creat.e an alt.ernative pro- by the NCA board by
pm ifthe court forces it to.
October.
Judge Kenneth K. Hall said
The NCA is one of six
Citadel, in Charleston, national organizations com' -lllallU:"11 with an actual posed of members from instiawaiting a deci- tutions across the nation
ion en whether she can that will evaluate the unibecome a cadet this fall. VMI, versity and decide to issue
the only other state-support.ed accreditations lasting from
school in the nation with an one to 10 years.
all-male admissions policy, has
no application pending from

lawn furniture o·ver aer and then
poured the gas on," said Lenneta
Cody, Yarbers mother. "'I can•t even
kiss her goodbye."
Nelson said a preliminary autopsy
conducted at the Vanderburgh
County, Ind., coroners office showed
Yarber died from strangulation. He
said Yarber was not kidnapped and
likely arrived at her boyfriend•s rural
residence about 5 p.m. Friday.
Cox reported finding the body

Condoms were also inflated to test
their resistance to breakage. The condom also performed poorly in this test.
Overall, the Gold Circle Coin condom
brand was det.ermined the best condom
with a projected failure ra~ of only 1.5
percent, Consumer Reports report.ed.
Richard Larson, director of Eastern's
Health Service, said the university has
two main options it can follow.
"I think there are two things you can
do if you think the quality of the it.em

about 3 hours later, NelSClll
•1t•s not clear what th
was,• Nelson said Monday.
•There was an argum
witnesses have told us
said the suspect "sneak
and started seeing" her
who was living with Cody's
•As soon as I found out
was trying to put a stop
said. "But for a young girl
was a losing battle."

is not there," Larson said. "Yi
'Hey, improve your quality.'
have the option of impr
standards, or you can take
ness somewhere else.
•1t is an int.eresting study
one reason to be concern
doesn•t mean you should
condoms," Larson said.
Health Service curren
Trojan brand condoms th
pharmacy at six for $1.

Eastern _________________,, ;

hnales.
Faullmer, now a sophomore,
would have to enroll in the fall
to become a cadet, said her
attorney, Valerie Vodjik.

-rhere is no plan. There is
aimp1y nothing,9 Vojdik said.
"'Shannon has eight months
in order t.o obtain any relief in
this case. .•• That's not enough
time." Faulkner was accept.ed
by The Citadel in January
1993 after she had references
t.o her gender deleted from her
high school transcript. The
school withdrew the acceptance the following month
when it learned she was a

woman.

"This study was aimed at
identifying how well Eastern
is working toward solutions
to its problems and maintaining the many strengths
of the university," Whitley
said.
"However, the study also
showed that we have more
improvements to make in
the form of increased minority enrollment and employment of minorities in faculty
and administrative positions," Whitley said.
The self-study shows that
Eastern•s six-year graduation rate is nearly 70 percent, while the graduation

Iiance that prohibits topless dancing.
· Two Charleston City Council memFebruary to consider the charges
against the estaBblishment, Bower said. bers said they do not approve of the topBickers will'also face remaining charges less dancing at the local bar, saying that
from a November compliance check of topless dancing is not appropriate for
allowing underage patrons to frequent a the community.
Commissioner Gene Scholes said he
liquor-licensed establishment and illewas
not sure what type of action the
gal consumption of alcohol.
city
is
going to take in response to the
Bower said Bickers could face either
a $1,000 tine, a 30-day liquor license incident, but he was not pleased with
suspension or revocation of Panther•s the dancing.
"To me, tha~ sort of entertainment is
liquor license.
a
little
less than productive," Scholes
No charges have been filed in connection with the topless dancing at said. •it appeals to the base nature of
Panther•s Jan. 20, Bower said. people and is not appropriate to be in a
Charleston currently has no city ordi- clean-cut community."
Commissioner Greg St.ewart said the

t From Page lA
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condition of the
•The purpose
is to take a look
and we what we
what we need
Hencken said.
to be proud of
and I look fo
coming."
Jill Nilsen, •
tant to the p
she expects
inquire about
the strategic
was a member
ing committee
vised the uu •
study and ma
tions for the ·
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""""-and

rate for minorities is 35 percent compared to the national average of 25 percent.
President David Jorns has
suggested raising admission
standards for Eastern to
•recruit students with the
best preparation possible,"
Whitley added.
"This visit is vitally important because without accreditation; several departments
could really be in trouble,"
said John Allison, Faculty
Senate chairman.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs, said
he expects to be called in by
the NCA team to discuss the

·--·-········--·········.Jahn
···-···-·········Melllnle

AMI. night ec1k>r
COii
AMI. night editor
McCMirl
Copy dllllk ...•..•.•.•..••.•..Chrle Sundhelm, Chrll

Seper

•ALL YOU CAN EAT
CHIU MAC

$.3.99 Tues. Nights
• Authentic American
& Mexican Cuisine
• Full Bar at Frozen Drinks
•Now Accepting Discover

East Side of Square
For Carry Out Call
34.5-2223

Charleston

topless dancing reflects
community.
•My persqnal opinion
unnecessary and a ble ·
munity," Stewart saidp "I
me to death for him (Bi
tinue it, but he doesn•t
city thinks."
Bickers said Monday
topless dancing perfo
15 times at Panthers
building occasionally ren
ties.
Bickers said he ha
whether to continue wi
He _declined to comment
dancers.

--

r
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events plagued by low tmno
specialist
education
'

·'

isn't likely, I want to live my
life with the most grace and
dignity u I can."
Although information
about AIDS is readily available, some people apparently
have still missed a few facts.
"I learned things I didn't
know," said Brian Koontz, a
sophomore undecided major
and Nancy's brother. "The
education we both got from
our parents was informative
tz, a Red and kood, but it wasn't comand AIDS plete.
ued these
"To be frank, I had no clue
ation and that oral sex was a risk. Next
issues to time if I'm presented with
ut 15 stu- that opportunity, I'll be a liti1ht in the tle more careful."
drews Hall.
Oral sex is one way ·to
, sponsored transmit the HIV virus.
was part of Other means of transmission
Week.
include anal sex, vaginal sex,
low turnout, oral-anal contact, mutual
felt the lee- masturbation and shared sex
toys, Koontz said.
stions I get
No- or low-risk behaviors
ople, I don't include abstinence, sex using
are all out a latex condom, masturbation
s said. "If it and sex with an uninfected
, I think it's and monogamous partner,
she added. Blood tests and
blood
donations
have
extremely low risk factors,
shes.aid.
Karin Ackermann, a sophomore math major, said alo examining though she knew most of
orance, fear what the lecture covered. she
tion against learned some new informawas shown to tion.
ue.
"I didn't know it could be
as much as I transmitted through breast
~ie," said one
milk," she said.
on the video.
Koontz said college stuell that never dents are one age group that
is being affected in large
t is for them to numbers, and AIDS issues
before it's too need to be understood on
. "Since that campuses.

8llDtlL SUE SIDWBLL/Statf pho~

Jason YoWlg, senior markettng mq/or; talces a ribbon to symbol.ir.e AIDS awareness ]rom
Kim Purham. a sen.tor markettng mq/or Monday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The red rib'bon table was sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta sorority.

No audience; lecture canceled
By JEN snJBCBELI
Staff writer

7.schau also had planned to diseusl mancia.
tory AIDS testing requirem~nts in environments such as prisons where sa offendera an
kept. Criminals are forced to submit to ~
testing, Zschausaid.
"Few people know ,...111.~11.;11119111111~
mous testing siM at the
Department,• r.m. -51•• Jllll
are mged t.o ~.~M
bee se •

"HIV Testing: What You Can Expect," a lecture scheduled to feature Joyce Zschau of the
Coles County Health Department, was canceled Monday night because no one attended.
The Office of Orientation scheduled the
seminar for 8 p.m. in Taylor Hall Lobby as
part of AIDS Awareness Week.
Zschau was to diacuss the legal problems cbaDp .
,.. .~ .........~.
people liVing with AIDS face, what to expect A1D8
when going for an AIDS test and what is
~thouglt
~
involved in applying
insurance after test- event was to b.eith•
ing positive.
testing, the ~ of
Todd Heinen, chairman of AIDS Awareness
eJlbrt
to
.. .
-Week, said he wasn't disheartened by the lack - . he
Mid.
of attendance at the event.
He said the double-header basketball game studmtB
-rile with aa OJ
scheduled for Monday night might have AIDS te.ting,9 he said.
attracted students who· could have come to the
Heinen said he Ul*;&a
lecture.
week's events to attzw:t; ~
Advertisements were not limited to East.em "continues to provide •t eat.
students, Heinen said. The lecture was chance to become more edmaW about llLLll_.,,_announced to the public as well.

-i.--

._.r..,... ..a

for

important~

-=·=

victims to speak on health experiences
the Verge.oft.he Weekend."
questions that get answered
Both speak to audiences of that they thought one way and
all ages throughout the St. it ended up being something
Louis area, said Troest.er, who else," Troester said. "At all levhas been lecturing for more els they feel they learn somethan two years. Wednesday thing."
will mark his third visit to
Troester said the presentaEastern.
tion, titled "AIDS 101" offers a
After coming down with personal perspective about
double pneumonia in May what it's like to live with AIDS
1991, he was advised to get an and covers how the disease
AIDS test. He was diagnosed can be caught and how to proHIV positive in August of that t.ect yourself against it.
year.
Though Troester, 35, hasn't
"A lot of times there are had many emotional problems

while deaHngwi.th the disease,
he said delivering lectures like
Wednesday's helps him as well
as the audience deal with the
issue.
"I haven't had that much
emotional problems talking
about it," Troester .said. "Some
people do. I've had to literally
pull it out of some people.
"There's no reason for people
not to ta1k about it."
Brungard, 41~ contracted
HIV more than eight years ago
from an intravenous drug user.

She was diagnnaed poaitin ·
1986, having bad no - . . . . .
she was at risk for.the ttia1ame.
'Tve been asked all kin&
questions and heard all kllldll
of misconceptions," BJ'UJlllMli
said. "It seems the youngll'
kids are, the tougher the CUJll!I:'
tions."
Brungard and '1romter'a I..
ture is sponsored by the
Louis Efforts for AIDS and
Eastern's Office of O~i
tation/AIDS, Alcohol and~
Information.

stein appointed as Student Se~ate secretary
Senate member Dave
has been appointed to
Student Senate secre·

a junior history major,
'ble for serving on all
ittees, recording and
minutes, attendance
meetings and assisting
'th general office work.
p to make things more
they already are," he
is to assist the (senate)
he can handle the aspects
d leave the less imporfor me to handle like typtting -thin1a iB .&enak»rs'

mailboxes."
Greenstein is the chairman of the
senate's Appropriations and Judiciary Committee and a member of the
senate's Committee on Univ.e rsity
PJanning and Budgeting.
Greenstein said his experience on
the senate will be beneficial in his job
as secretary.
•Some people might loejk at it as a
coriflict of interest, but I look at it as
I know what goes on," he said. "I can
go right in there and from day one
type up the agendas and bills and
know how everything should look."
Senate Speaker Chris Boyster said
Greenstein was one~ of three applicants for the position.
"I picked Dave because he is well
qualified, mid his t>ast experience on

senate proves his dedication to the
body." he said. "Senate is totally what
he is committed to, and I thought
that would be an advantage."
Greenstein will be paid $4.25 per
hour for bis duties.
The duties were previously carried
out by the Student Government chief
of staff, but that position was aboli*'1ied during the restructuring of the
Student Government executive
branch that took eft'ect this semester.
The chief of staff received a full
tuition waiver.
Greenstein said the secretary system will be more efficient than that
of the chief of staft:
"The chief of staff had a lot of other
responsibilities and problems maintaining all of them," he said. "They

were a member of the executi
branch, yet in essence they w
doing a lot of legislative duties.•
One thing Greenstein hopee tA
accomplish as secretary is placiJll
senate meeting agendas and pnposed resolutions in members' mailboxes the day before meetings rather
than the day of meetinp.
"That way they wOD't have a 111111
bill to look over the same day the
are supposed to table it or discma it,•
he said. "I generally like to have
day to look thing& over.•
The senate will "vote OD
appointment at Wednesday's
ing. ¥Greenstein is approved by
thirds majority of the senat.e,
begin serving as secretary ii
' --~
ately.

•

Parking garage would be costly nigh
Most people think the gcNemmental world Is made up~
two basic types of people:
Democrats and Republicans.
In my )'leillS as a reporter,
found the 11ne 1s better drawn
down a different aisle, so to
speak: the polltldans and
wannabes. I've run Into.,,._
that couldn't llnd their way to
the blthroom without a dt;y
attorney whispering In their ear.
At the opposite end, I've

'Eastan could

- - - 1just

~· ~

rw

Senate must
follow through
on ideas~ suJVey
From time to time, Eastern's Student
Senate forgets exactly what Its role on this
campus ls: Representing and looking out for
the best Interests of the more than 10,000
students at this university. ·
In the past year, ho~ever, this has not
·
been the senate.. s
main priority.
...,
In the last several
weeks, though, the
senate has made a solid effort to gain student Input on various projects.
The latest attempt is perhaps the most
ambitious the senate has undertaken in quite
.......... the next few weeks, senate mem_.._ ..,,roach students with a survey,
dldng them what they think of the senate's
performance overall as well as how they feel
·about the university.
Michelle Gaddlnl, Student Government
vice president for student affairs, said each
member will go to about 80 students and ask
them what they would like to see changed
about the university.
• Gaddlnl will then compile the complaints
and suggestions into a graph, determining
wl1llt students' main concerns are.
What senate members must remember
about this survey Is the fact It Is Invalid unless
a significant cross-section of the student
body Is approached and ·polled.
If several senate members who belong to
fraternities or sororities simply go to their
house and ask 80 of that particular group's
members how they feel about the campus
and senate, the survey will be another waste
d time and effort.
To remedy this, the senate may wish to
consider having one of the questions on the
survey read, .. Are you a greek or nongreek?" .
Anytime studeots are lnduc;le9 In cal1lAUS
decision making It Is a good thing. The senate has a solid Idea In this survey. If they follow tllrough on It, not only will students
think highly of the senate, but senate members wlll have a better understanding of what
students want.

-Bd--1-f,o_:r_i_c:a_I_
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$3,000 more per
space and still
not reach the cost
qfa parking. lot at

IIJinols State."

Dn14 M
•
Putney

"If we were to go
bUy, all the~
(llllnols State) Is
es, shopping malls
slYe houses,..

w.ner

1cnow. the kind a

doesn't surround
east or the west.
So why·even
deck? Such a
expensive, but In I
case a high cost per
for property makes

lntervtewed Congressmen for
- - - - - - - - - - - - - cheaper than going
45 minutes, only to find out when I sat down to wrtte
why suburban shopping malls {and small
my stOtY they actually hadn't told me a damn thing.
Charleston) have blacktop expanses.
Then there's the Eastern Student Senate, a body that
As a more concrete, or asphalt example,
deftes categorization. Student Senate seems Intent on
just $ t ,6 t 6 per space for a gravel lot It's
floating Its latest look-before-you leap attempt at popNinth Street. That leaves another $5,000
ullst politics, a parking garage.
spend on paving for the lot to reach the cast
Senate Speaker Chris Boyster Immediately threw his
State's parking deck.
weight behind the Idea. calllng It the best solution for
Eastern could spend Just $3,000 more
rEastem's parking problems. Other senate members
still not reach the cost d a parking lot at 1111
joined In at Wednesday's meeting.
The higher bulk:llng cost for llllnols State's
"We don't know where we would put It, what~ d
course, passed on. The t ,000 parking deck
garage It would be, what It \YOUld cost or how we
available for commuter students and teacnen
would pay for It," Dave Greenstein, senate member said. year,
I'm~ sure the -we· he uses doesn't refer to the
•Flat lot parking Is much cheaper and
actual senate members, but the taxpayels of llllnols, who Waller said. ·1 wish we had It."
are actually the ones who pay for things with lots of
I'm going to go out on a limb here, but
zeros on their price tass such as parking garages. If sendeck won't be built, certainly not In the
ate Is Intent on paying for It themselves, they are going
years and certainly not thereafter unless
to have to sell a lot d cookies In the hallway.
values skyrocket.
The senate decided to set up a four-star commission
Of course I'm also assuming the •
with a bunch of chairs and co-chairs and assistant vicesense to spend student money wisely.
co-chairs and cOmmlsslon members to bwnp Into one
Parking decks also don't seem to be a
another while carefully scrutinizing the Issue. Results are the state, who neglected to list one for
due within a couple of months.
other school for that matter- among 37
I decided to save them a little time by making about
t 996 Capital Development List.
four phone calls one afternoon.
Student Senate comes across as a silly,
Lt. Bill Waller, parking director at llllnols State, which
organtzatlon by hyping projects that do
opened a 654-car parking garage and a 327-car garage
slightest chance of occuntng strictly to
In t 990, called parking garages the "most expensive
good. Maybe a body with a little political
parking d any option."
pull off such a ploy.
The parking garages at llllnols State cost more than
Senate doesn't even have that to fall
$7,000 per space to build, nearty twice the cost of a traleft ftoundertng around as wannabes.
dltlonal asphalt lot If the property It sits on Is cheap, he
- David M. Putney ls assodate vege
said. Dllnols State sits In the midst of the some of the
regular columnist for 1he Dally Eastern
most prime property In downtown Normal.

.,"_1111
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Title IX shattering
young athlete's lives
in name of equity
Dear editor:

Recently, r have been shocked
and greatly affected by the news
that .Eastern's men's wrestling and
swimming programs will be
dropped next year. My father Is a
wrestling coach and my boyfriend
wrestles for Eastern, so this l55ue
has become a big part of my • ·
I am a woman who deftnltely
believes that women should be
given equal opportunities, however, I feel the men are certainly getting the short end of the deal herel
I have done a lot ol research
and have learned about ntle IX
and the Issue of gender equity. I
have found that Title IX stands IOr
some very good things, however,
It Is not serving the purpose It was
created for.

Tolllturn
Title IX Is supposed to promote
men and women. But
Is cutttns the men's programs
achieving any equallt;y? No, It Is
only hurting the lives of all the men
who take part In these sports.
To the people who sit behind
the desk and look at this In terms
of how It works on paper, It
appears that what Is going on Is
OK. But, to the person who has
spent thousands of hours supporting their loved ones In the sport
and the many men who work out
Intensely for hours each day, this Is
equal~ for

a tremendous tragedy.
My whole life, I have loved
wrestling and been a part of It. I .
have watched my boyfriend struggle more than seven years and
work lncredlbly hard to become
the best athlete he possibly can be,
only to ftnd that his ambitions and

...

Placem t
center ho ts
career day
By KAREN \VOLDEN
Act1vttles editor

Board will join "the
- [U!S(ia;y t.o explain its
and search for pro-

.-m[l18Jl of the UB, said
chairs and coordinators
te's Wednesday meetout there."
pod way t.o let people
what kind of presenLipke said. "The two
doing this are t.o get
t.o field questions and

on a board can't decide
ts want t.o f!ee," be said
what the students like t.o
the ones paying the

SHERYL SUE SIDWEIL/ Staff photographer

Study AIDS

Jennifer Lewftan, a freshman psychology mqJor; looks over the manu
pamphlets and posters that were arranged.for the students fn the Mm11n
Luther King Jr. University Union Monday qfternoon as part of AIDS
Awareness Week.

ment found for disease
inherited disease most common among people whose
ancestors came from Africa,
the Middle East, the Mediterranean and.India. Here, it
strikes primarily black
Americans; about 72,000 of
them have the disease.
The disease causes molecules of hemoglobin in red
blood cells to stick to one
another, forming long rods
that cause the cells to take on
a sick.le shape and become
rigid. These misshapen cells
are then unable to squeeze
through tiny.blood vessels,
depriving tissue of an adequate blood 811.J>ply and causing sudden, acru..tptjng pain.
Although doctors can treat
the pain with narcotics, they
can't
or predict; it and
even ally the sickle cells
organ damqe and
. The averatl
ient

lives only until their 40s.
In the study unveiled today,
doctors recruited 299 sickle
cell patients, half of whom
were given hydroxyurea and
the other half, a placebo.
Those who took hydroxyurea
every day halved their painful
e.pisodes, hospitalizations,
need for blood transfusions
and a life-threatening complication called acute chest syndrome involving &eYere chest
pain and fever.
Although the study was
scheduled t.o end in May, the
results were so dramatic that
Nlll stopped it OD Jan. 14 t.o
o«er the plambe patients use
ofthednc.
The drug is currently on
the mark.et for a rare red
blood cell disonler called polycythemia vera, and doctors
can prelCribe 8DJ marketed
druafor otbm' dimlses.

Students may discuss job opportunities with representatives from mn
than 110 employers Wednesday at the
spring Career Day Job Fair.
Eastern's Career and Planning
Placement Cent.er is hosting its spring
job fair from 9:30 a.m. t.o 2:30 p.m. in
both ballrooms of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
"We encourage freshmen throuP
graduate students to attend," said
Shirley Stewart, director of Studmt
Services and Career and Planning
Placement. "The fair offers students a
chance t.o learn about various eaNa"
opportunities related t.o their miQcn,
as well as make contact with
recruiters."
Students seeking internships or
full-time positions should bring several copies of their resumes, Stewart
said. Others who haven't deelaNd
major or who want t.o leam about job
opportunities should be prepared with
questions.
All attendants should drw pro&esionally, have a firm handshake, use
eye cont.act and initiate convenatiam,
Stewart added.
"As a result of job ilir - -- .
many students receift - - - taticm8 t.o in~- --. .• .:.
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Minors
alcohol
Three Eas.t em atudenu
were arrested early Friday
morning on alcohol-related
charged after being stopped
by police along the 1200 blocZ
of Seventh Street.
Brian A. Ostrow, 20, of
1020 Greek Court, was
arrested at 1:12 a.m. on
charges of illegal consumption of alcohol and for zero
t.olerance.
Also arrested on charges of
illegal consumption of alcohol
were Douglas M. Hutt.on, 20,
of 457 Thomas Hall, and
Matthew S. Baily, 20, of
University Court, HamptAm,
Apt. 25.
In other city and campus
police reportl MoQday:
•John P. Barry. 21, of 1111

lo faculty egrees

ng acce

"Anyone who has a c1111. . . .. ...
- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Eastern.
record in public service In tit - - arts and humanities may be nnnri.,,...
l'S.nyone who has a distinguished recoro in ed," Dudley said.
lie service or in lhtl area of arts and humanEast.em President David JOl'D8 - approve the nominee. He then an.._
. .,. may be nominated.•
the nomination to the Beam of
Governors, who must also aJIPIVf' 69

''A

fa,cu/,ty

really appnciate it if peo-

. submitting nominasaid. -We have yet to
· the nomination forms

-Dean Dudley
honorary degree committee chairman

for the clegree are simple and easy t.o
fill out.
•A aomination form will be Mming
out in the university newsletter this
Friday," Dudley sUI. •Anyone who baa
achieved a record of d:iatincticm. in areas
such as education, public service,
research, humanities, busineu or other

p1uf1 rliJ)Ds may be nominated."
East.em students, faculty and alumni may be nominated, although the
nominations are not limit.eel to those
who have had a direct link t.o Eastern.
Sen. Paul SU.. will be given an honorary doctorate. in public service this
year, although he did not attend

nominee.
Dudley aJso said the pel'lllll who ii
nominated will be someone who would
be proud t.o be remp>ir,ed by Etat.ern.
Ea8t.ern alumnae JMa ~ ·
t.or of the San ~
receiftcl
honorary doct.or
•
degree in l1llDlDll' u............. - founding dean at Lumitlli•
Business, raceived a doetiarate fl
service in spring 19N.

uau..-.•
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Gingrich's
'.ASHINGTON (AP) - It

te~ching job

Gingrich and Mescon had
arranged to co-teach the mune,
"Renewing American Civilimtion," at Kennesaw. Me8CDl is ·
dean of the college's business
school, where Gingrich taught.
The course is carried on cable

llMlltad as a cmstituent's request

q estioned

the new Hoose speaks; defend-

ed the cont.adB
for government help. But it
"Mescon is a constituent ..•
and (Gingrich) asked the same
didn't take long for Newt
kind ofquestion be would ask fir
Oinliidi to tmn a 1900 cont.act
with a Georgia ooDege dean into
any cxnstitumt: Lipsitt said
a taadringjob.
-rhere was no quid JD'O quo
Correspondence obtained by t21eYisicn
about a coume." Me8CDl did not
'lbe AsBociated Press sheds light
Members of Congress assist return six t.e1epbme calls p1amd
oa the origins of Gingrich's constituents all the time. And to his oftD last week.
nationally televised college with art.sin :restrictions, they're
A Feb. 2, 1993 letter from
comse, whidl is DOW the fucus of free to pursue a wide variety of Mescon to Gingridi's legisJative
a complaint before the House privat.e interests while in a8ice.
assistant, J. Krister Holladay,
DbD Qmunitt.ee.
Ethics wat.chdogs, however, demonstrates the two hats
The letters show Gingrich question Gingridi's judgment in Gingrich wm-e before the oourse
received the offer t.o teach at doing both simultaneously with became reality.
Kennesaw State College less a single individual
In it, Meecao thanks Holladay
"There's a very real appear- fur meeting with members ofbis
tlMm three mmths after be got
t:be State Department to agree ance of a conflict of interest private business. He then disto meet with the school's busi- because you have two things cusses prospects for Gingrich's
college oourse.
Dell dean, who was pursuing that may or may not be unrelat"I did have the opportunity to
Meral mntrects fur his privat.e ed going on at the same
hwjnesg
said Josh Goldstein, project visit with Newt following the
Dean Timothy Mesoon never director for the Washington- Cobb Chamber breakfast and
got the cxntracts be began seek- based Center for Responsive will submit a proposal soon
regarding his teacbing on caming in
1900.
Politics.
Allan Lipsitt, a sphsman fir pus in the fBll quart.er," Meecao
But by the following March,

time:

mu

wrot&

'Ibe dean then returned to the
issue ofhis privat8 lw1sinam
-We bad smne t.errific visits m
Friday and would appreciate
any asaistance you might be able
to provide in assisting with our
attempt to expand our many
activities both in Ghana and
~the letter states.
The correspondence shows
Gingrich initially was t.o be paid
$5,000, but he gave up the
money. The Georgia Board of
Regents prohibits elected officials &om being paid by stat.ecol-

leges.

'lbe oouespmda:Jce, obt.ained
&om a Democratic cmgressimal
source and under the Freedmn of
Information Ad, shows Mescon
first approached Gingrich in
September 199'2. His business,
'Ibe Mesoon Group, sought contracts at the Stat.e Department's
Agency for International
DeYelqnnent.

Kemp steps away from 1996 GOP race
WASHINGTON (AP) - Jack Kemp,
the former congressman and housing
aecretary once viewed as the heir t.o the
Reagan revolution, said Monday he
would not seek the 1996 Republican
presidential nomination.
Kemp's decision was further evidence
the eventual GOP field would ultllq.ately
total perhaps a half-dozen serious
prospects, even though President
Clinton is considered highly vulnerable.
A nutjor reason: A frontloaded prima., calendar has raised the ante for run$20 million or perhaps more,

been waiting t.o see what Jack would do."

The announcement cements Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole as the early
front-runner. And some Republicans suggested Kemp's decision would prove a
boost to former Vice President Dan
Quayle.
"If Dan can overcome questions about
his electability, I think a good deal of
Jack's support could gravitate his wa-,,'
said California GOP activist Steve
Merksamer,·a Kemp confidant.
But strategists for two other active
candidates, Texas Sen. Phil Gramm and
cammit the race former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander,
rJ.,. And Kemp, suggested they would benefit. Gramm
inafated otherwise, found allies suggested the senator's economic
....-..r<E):aia en at odds with the agen- views were closest Kemp's; Alexander
ihe iiew Republican Congress.
backers cast him as a "conservative with
-rhis creates a huge hole in the field," a heart" in the Kemp mold.
said Ralph Reed, executive director of
Kemp said he likely would endorse a
Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition. candidate, but not immediately, and he
-rhere is an awful lot of money and an would not offer his views on those
lot or grassroots support that has already campaigning. Among Kemp
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CAREER DAY/JOB FAIR
TOMORROW

9:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. UNIVERSI1Y
UNION BAU.ROOMS
ALL STUDENTS
ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

Got a Group? Get the Scoopl

YOUNGSTOWN
(g'
Spacioll81, 2, 3 ... 4
Bedroom Apel.

~ c.ilrlll NI

52( Fully Fumllhed
(g' Galbage Dllpoeals
~ Dlahwaahens

Let Sherlock "Homes"
Show You The Way!
CAMBRIDGE

& NANTUCKET

345-2363
Around Comer Off Of South 9th St.

backers, there was instant talk of
encouraging one of his close allies Florida Sen. Connie Mack - t.o consider
the race.
Kemp announced his decision on a day
that brought another reminder of
Clinton's political troubles. In a radio
interview, New Jersey Democratic Sen.
Bill Bradley said the president might
face a primary challenge if his standing
doesn't improve over the next few
months.
Dole has long been suspect to
Christian conservatives, despite a solid
voting record on abortion and other cultural issues. But he has moved aggressively in recent days t.o shaw he plans t.o
contest for this critical GOP constituency.
Dole hired a former speechwriter for
Robertson and William Bennett, and his
campaign is bringing on Kyle McSlarrow,
an unsuccessful Virginia congressional
candidate with ties t.o the religious right.

...
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unity files lawsuit
st sex solicitor
group in the neighborhood
where the man was arrested
for soliciting an undercover
agent in a series of police
sting operations last fall.
"We're trying to upgrade
our neighborhood and these
yo-yos are coming in and tearing them up morally," said
Jim Palmer, council president.
The clerk's office of the
Peoria County Circuit Court
said Muller pleaded guilty in
December to one count of
soliciting sex, was given a
year's probation andnned
$110.

Muller declined to comment
Monday and referred calls to
his attorney, Diane Dentino.
She said that she planned to
fight the lawsuit.
.
According to the lawsuit,
Muller's actions "inflicted
severe emotional distress on
the plaintiff organization and
its members."
"By reason of the defen-

dant's intentionally wanton,
immoral, illegal and outrageous conduct ... the plaintiff
organization, its members,
their families and their neighbors have suffered damage to
the peace and security of their
city and neighborhood, in
addition to damage that
detracts from plaintiff's ability to quietly ertjoy their houses and their neighborhood.
Said damage also detracts
from plaintiff's ability to sell
or rent their homes," the lawsuit says.
Ingersoll said prostitution
is a blatant problem in the
once-thriving neighborhood.
Residents have complained
about seeing outsiders in
fancy cars drop their wives off
at church in the neighborhood
before cruising to look for
prostitut.es, the attorney said,
adding that he plans similar
lawsuits against other men
convict.ed of soliciting sex.

CONDOMINIUMS&..
H01llS

Packages From:

s399

Per person w /air
fare from St. Louis

or Chicago
for more Info
Cont.act Tony

J45-7176

• Italian 8eef with cup
of eoup or ealad
• Chicken & Noodle•
real maehed potatoee
veesta'71e and roll
• 5roc;c;oli and c;heeee
omelette, muffin and
choice of fruit or
salad
Evenjng Specials
Mon.- Sat. AITER APM

•5PAGHETI1 , SALAD
AND GARLIC &READ
GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• J45-7427

~-

BUFFET EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5TO 9 PM

pushes 'charter schools'
(AP) - Gov. Jim Edgar has
h to establish at least 45
be free from many governnow that Republicans control
ad Senate.
schools" would be free from
rules governing, for example,
calendar. The only rules: no
, no discrimination. Chicago,
and downstate would get 15

apokesmen for the House and
expect some form of charter
to be passed this spring.
are considering eliminating
fur all public schools and persc:hools to be free of further
~chart.er schools,

supporters say,
take any form.
Hoeft, R-Elgin, envisions a
potential dropouts spend three
the basics before they go to
high school credit. That could
now because students must
least five hours a day, learn spemd be aupervised by a teacher at

"This· will encourage experimentation.
Schools can be designed to suit the needs of a
certain community," Hoeft said.
The schools will be paid for by public dollars,
but anyone can start a program - businesses,
uiiiversities, museums, parents. The concept
excites some lawmakers, but worries some professionals.

"People will be setting up schools the way the
little rascals put on a show," said Jim Broadway,
a lobbyist for the Illinois Regional
Superint.eodents.
Critics say chart.er schools may spawn radical curriculums that ignore the basics. For
e'J'Ample, schools could t.eacb. only Afro.cantric
history or focus on business management
instead of English literature.
But Sally Vogel, the State Board of
Education point person on chart.er schools, 88.Jll
the state will grant charters only to sdwols that
provide detailed education plans and ways to
, judge their success.
Schools that don't meet these standards after
five years would be shut down, she said.
-rh.e idea that there might be 'radical' programs is why there is some alarm. It is also
why the idea of charter schools holds some
charm," Vogel said.

Anl•- should be 500 words or less.
Mime: What Legacy Should We Leave?
line - Feb. 17th, 1995
g entries to the News Office,
zzard Building by 4 p.m., Feb. 17th.
ards will be given at the Miss Black
U Pageant, Saturday, February 25th.

Prizes will be
donated by:
Local Businesses
d Organizations.
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7Jae Daily Eatdern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will '
appear in the next edition.
All claaaified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
.....uine to appear in the
nat day's publication. Any
ads proceaaed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspa-

per. Ada cannot be canceled
APTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established

..tit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
NIUIB is auldec:t to approval
ad may be revised, rejected. or canceled at any time.
77ae Daily Eatdern News
lllllnUIUl8 no liability if for

uy reuon it becomes nee~ t.o omit an advertille-

mmat.
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ADULT & NOVELTY TOYS,
GAMES, and GIFTS for VALENTINES and PARTY PEOPLE are
at GRAND BALL, 609 SIXTH!
~~~~~~~~~2110

TUXEDO RENTALS are only
$39.95 If ordered by 2128195 at
GRAND BALL, 609 SIXTH- We
also design CUSTOM WEDDING
GOWNSI
~~~~~~~~--10

BACK/NECK PAIN? Ors. Don &
Nancy Selvidge, Chiropractors,
Wonhington Center, Charleston,
345-1190/ Mattoon 235-4664.
Reduced fees tor EIU students/
emplO'j988/ dependents.
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Weekend Dance Bar, Area Bar w/
Live DJ Needing Wait1'88888 from
5 to close- starting at 4.50/hour.
Tips are Yours. No Exp. Ness.
Only 7 miles East of Charleston
on Rt 16- Call 349-8613 for an
Interview. Ask for J.B. Must be 21
YEARS OLD.

~~~~~~~~~·212.

Group photos tor -1995 Warbler
will be taken from Jan. 30 thru
Feb_ 17. Call Student Pub al 2812
forAppt
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Subleseors needed for summer
'95. Great house, right off of campus, acroes from Park Pl&ce. Call

345-5551 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31
2 sublessors needed. Royal Hts.
Avail. anytime. 345-4612.

12 month lease, $195/mo. Call
345-3148 evenings.
-~~~~~~~---'511

Distributors needed for exclusive
line of cosmetics and fragrances.
Quick income and long term
opportunity available. Call Lynn at
348-8480.
.

. . -=- - - - _-.::.;'
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Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 people
avail. Fall '95. Furnished, dishwasher, garbage disposal. laundry facilities. Call 345-2363.
.,_-.--,---,~~~-,.,..~~:511

One bedroom a vail. now furnished. Dishwasher and garbage
disposal, can 345-2363.
~~~---~---::--~~219
Leasing 95-98: 4 Bdrm. house,
group of 4, 10 mo lease, $195.00
pp. mo. 3 Biies from campus. Call
after 5pm. 345-5518. ·

Nice-close to campus furnished

.

. .., '
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C 0 U N S E L 0 .R S ,
COACHES/ACTIVITY SPECIALISTS: ALL LAND SPORTS,
SWIMMING ,
CANOEING ,
WATER SKIING, CHALLENGE
ROPES COURSE, TENNIS,
GYMNASTICS,
ROLLER
HOCKEY, CERAMICS, DANCE,
RADIO/VIDEO, PHOTOGRAPHY positions for spirited upper
ctassmen at CAMP STARLIGHT,
a leading coed camp In Pocono
Mts. of PA. Warm, friendly atmosphere; axtenslw facllitles. 6122
thru 8/20. F1eld wortUlntemshlps
upon requeet. For application
and on campua Interview, call
(518) 591·5239 or write: 18
Clinton St., Malverne, NY

_,.L:>%.- - •
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houses for 1995-96 school year.

-

Career opp. tor PT Physical Rehab Aide tor the 3-11 shift. Must
be organized and dependable.
Exper. preferred but will train
the right person. Apply In person 738 18th St., Charleston.
EOE.

;t•-~,.

'4. ::-,·

Now. Price Negotiable. Call
Carrie at 581-8039.

Programming position avail. 4
p.m.-9 p.m. $5 per hour to assist
with teaching Individual client
goals. DT positions also avail. FT
or PT $5.30-5.50 per hour. Apply
in person 738 18th St.,
Charleston. EOE.

.
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Newly Remodeled Apartment,

~~--~~~~----'~

211

_.--.

•'!(

practically on campus. Available

~=---------,..,....,-,,-,,~~218

AUTO INSURANCE RATES too
high? Save Money. Call Bill Hall
345-7023 or stop by HALL
INSURANCE, 1010 Lincoln.

.·..
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Now leasing, 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. McArthur Manor
Apartment, 913-917 Founh St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
,.,.-~--,,-,---::-~~.,....-=-5/1
WOfla\ Only- Rooms for Rent In
large house. Very clean. 1 block
from union. All sem avail. The
house - 345-5692. Pat Novak
{708) 789-3772.
---~-~~~~~---211
Dorm size refrigerators and
microwaves for rent. Call 3487746.
---~~~~~~~~-- 1
Fell '95. 1 bedroom apartmenlll, 2
people $195 each. 1 person
$350. All utilities Included. Quiet,
mature person. References
required. 345-6759. If no answer,
leave a message.
:-:---,-~.,--...,.--,-,~....,..-___,.·511
Now leasing for 1995-96 school
year. 1 and 2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished. 10 or 12
month lease. Water and trash
paid. No pets. 947 4th St. Call
348-7746.

'

+

Females to shant apanrnent with
other females for summer. Dave
234-4831
-~~~~~~~~2110

Grad. Student looking for female
roorrmatae for fall of 95. Caft 3481478.

.

2J8

Male to share two Bedrooms. Kim
348-64~.

~~~~----~3'8

3 Bdrm. Apt. for summer '95.
$845 + util. Furnished. Call 3455599.

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _1m1

Female aublessor needed for
Spring '95. $175/mo. H Interested,
call Mk:helle at 345-4073.
~---~~~~__,217
SUBLESSOR WANTED! Your
own room. Close to EIU. Share
wllh one male. Rent Is very negotleblel CaH me (Chris), (309)8889380 or Erin, 581-2295.

PRSSA BOARD MEETING at 6pm In the Sullivan Room,
MISS BLACK EIU Talent Auditions will be from 5:
In the Gallery. For more into, contact Ebony at 345-2298
581-2290.
MISS BLACK EIU "MC" Auditions will be held from
Feb 2 In the Martinsville Room, MLK Union. For
Ebony at 345-2299 or Jeannine at 581-2290.
E.A.R.T.H. MEETING IS at 7:30pm In the Oakland
Anyone Interested please comel New members
EIU BLOOD DRIVE Committee meeting at 8:30pm
Room, third floor MU< Union. Anyone Is welcome.
BACCHUS MEETING AT 8pm In the Paris Room, MLK
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY meeting at 8pm in the
Union.

ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fraternity, Inc. Is holding an I
at 7:06pm sharp in the Afro-American Cultural
mandatory, for serious Inquires only! For more Info,
581-3191 .
NSSLHA PROGRAM ON "Ideas In Therapy- at I
Speech- Language- Hearing Clinic. You may alao •
ship at this time.
LASO MEETING IS 7pn In the Greenup Room, MU<
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of
9pm at the Newman Chapel.
THE COUNSELING CENTER Worfalhop, "Safer Sac.Effingham Room, MU< Union. Presented by L:
Housing, the program Is ewrythlng that you 8119r
being sexual, sate and healthy.
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting Is 6pm In the
Union.
NEWMAN CATMOLIC CENTER Bible Study al 8pm In

~~~~~~~~~·5/1

Now leasing tor 1995-96 school
year. Extra large 2 bedroom, 1
1/2 bathroom. Furnished apanment. Trash paid. Free laundry
facility. l.afV8 walk-In cloeets. 12
month lease. No peta. 1017
Wooclawn. Call 348-7748.

PLEASE NOTE: campus Clips are run fnle of charge
any non-pml!t campus orgenlze!lonel event. All Clips
The Dally Eastem News office by noon ONE BUS
~ OF EVENT. Example: en 8119nl scheduled tor
mllled as s Can¥1U1 Cllp by NOON Wednesday.
Friday, Saturday or Sunday 8119nts.) Cllpe IUbm
WILL NOT be publllhed. No cllps will be taklen by
Illegible or contains conlllctlng information WILL NOT IE
edited for available 8'*8·

ACROSS

•Alpine vocalist
A Dieter's worry
•Harry
Blackmun
•Bluenose
t Gymnast
opinions, often 117 •The loneliest
Korbut
number"
nCattle
•Black
•Gymnastic
31 Balder~ash
1 The •k· in 24-k.
equipment
34 Language of
eoMaltreat
t4 "Where'er 1 - Dundee
• . :: Goldsmith, •Music with a
MShlnbOne
"The Traveller"
•Dish for the
beat
deflated
Family stories
• Reunlongoer,
•Take - - for
informally
Keep in stitches
the worse
4t Standing up
t7 Busy buzzer
•Not
written
a Not working, as
ti Shakespearean
70 end
a battery
title role
(stopped)
44 Street urchin
20 Col. Kllnlc's
7t Onomaetlcs
. . Bogged down
domain, in 60's
study
•Mimic
TV
71Erotlc

Classltled Ad Form

t•
t•

It Singer Anita

aSls'sslb
MMlssGabor

etal.

• -

Bones

(Ichabod
Crane's rival)

at Melville's
Ishmael, e .g.

7a Pops' pertrwrl

DOWN
t Eyeballs

a Boor
avascoda • Strolll
•Poshness

Under Clalsiflaellon of: _ _ _ _ _ ___.._ _ _ _ __
Elpindlorl code (ofllce i . . only) _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

a lV's Newhart

0:4; 11 ••-~--
ftO. wordlldsr/S~----

7 Item dunked In
milk

Pmol1 accepting ad

~

a Cuh

a ctl9lk

-

elnWMt

a Crec11

I Singing insect

.-.........~ to Maupusant's

·Bel- ·

aD centa per word flrat day ad runs. 14 cents per word each oonsec-

•Lummox
at Oktoberfest
•Throwaway
n Mafia'kingpin
• Wroclaw·s river
... Painter Joan
•Quite, 10 the
British

Miider, Shi Wnlle

FltHue

Kansas town

vessel

UIM day thenmter. Sludenta with valld ID 15 cents per word flnll
c111J. 10 cents per word each oonsecullve day. 15 word mkllrnum.
....... ads l1'IJst be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News l98lllW8 the right to edit or ref4.lse ada
COi llidered lllelotJS or In bad bllle.

Alllc:UI 911

l'uall

27 Geralnt's
beloved
•Longpuff
I I Southeast

•Conquerors of

1066

a Boot camp
routine

••Mamma--1"
•Shining
U Trig function

MSanta racetrack

McMl:Klll

M11ndlhl
llblt.'Nal

Bon
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eaq

Home . . . .
Glll:e lhllr Pini
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Sllllan l Simon
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three interceptions. San Francisco
picked it up again in the playoft's.
"We've made our mark," sai
Young, who threw for a Super Bowl
record six touchdowns to earn MVP
honors and complement an MVP season in which he earned a fourth consecutive passing title with a record
112.8 efficiency rating.
"It'll be debated about, but we'd
like to believe that we've put toget;\ler
a string that might never be
matched," Young said.
An example of the offensive
prowess:
• The 49ers registered the quickest
touchdown strike in Super Bowl history, when Young found Rice with a
44-yard scoring pass just 1:24 into
the game.
Rice caught two more TD passes to
match a Super Bowl record for most
touchdowns in a game, a feat Ricky
Watters matched by catching two
touchdown passes and scoring on a

ow of a record
•tie, the attitude is
t might have the
has ever seen.
humble about it,"
rent Jones. "On
we were as close to
can get."
- and the players
- tell the story.
apter was a com26 victory over the
gers in the Super
~t.

Diego linebacker
pressed.
the standard on

run.

After hitting a low point in a 40-8
loss to Philadelphia in the fifth game
of the season, the 49ers regrouped to

'

~

IBM Compatible Computer 388
DX 33, with Windows, MS WOlks,
and MS Money, $450. Gall 345-

4982.

--

......

_,_..

~

... .. :

.

Remember "Mid-Night Caller"
then check this one outl 1-900725-8000 ext 5279. $3.99
per/min . Must be 18 years.
Procall <?<>· (802)954-7420.
Sculptured Acrylic Nalls! Now
only $25.00. Call anytime. 3454513.

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action In Florida where
guys meet girls! New motel on
the OCMn, AAA-faled, beach volley ~ he MTV. Pool and we1
bar open 24 hours. Don't be left
out of this Special Promotion·

Cd 1-aoo-e82-0919..

,.,.----=--:--:---.,..,,.-..,,.-~2115
P. of 0.S.T.
Love SWMt and SMay.

HllPPY Birthday Kim

I

The only other player with three
touchdowns in a Super Bowl is Roger
Craig, a former 49er.

..

-=--=---.,-,-----..,.....,.,.~2/8

Found 2 keys In Buzzard Parking
lot. Identify to claim at the Dally
Eastern News office, 127
Buzzard.
--------------~1m1
LOST: A silver clip on earring
. between CH 210 and McAfee. If
found please call 2875. Reward
offered.

put together a 10-game winning
streak that included Young's astonishing run of 25 TD passes to just

218

Group PhdOB for the Walt>ler are
ready to be taken Get your group
together and call Sludant Pub. for
Appl. #2812.
-----,,-----,--,---,-~~--1
Alpha Sigma Alpha's INFORMAL
RUSH la February 1st & 2nd at
7:00 pm. Call Tracy _a t 8511 for
ridea & lnfonnallon.
________________
1m1
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
BEACH FLORIDA FROM $91
PER PERSON PER WEEK
FREE INFO 1-80CM88-8828.

__________________,2127

MIKE PILON of Sigma Nu.
Congratulations on winnir:ig the
treasurer position. Proud of you!

Kim.

__________________1m1
To the women of Alpha Sigma
Alpha- Fltday was a blMt. Here's
to the future. The men of Tau
Kappa Epellon.
=-----,...,.--=----...,.-.-1m1
Missy Smith: Congratulatlona of
becoming lavaliered kiddol I am
so happy for youl Alpha Phi love
and mine, Amy.
1m1
R.,,...u,..,.s=H-:--:-AS.,,...Al.,...,..,,R'"'"u"""s""'"H,...AS~Al-,-::-RUSH

ASAI RUSH ASAI RUSH ASAI
RUSH ASAI RUSH ASAI RUSH

ASAI

212.
Jen Kahles, Happy 21st Birthday!
Get raady for tonight! ASA Love

1131

..,...Att-n~H'""'O~N~o'""'R,....,A""'
R,..,..
Y,.....,,,.
OR
=
o=eR

of
OMEG.A members. Meeting
tonight at 9:30 on the 3rd Floor of
the union. See you ......
_______________ 1m1.
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
GRANTS AVAILABLE. NO
REPAYMENTS, EVER.QUALIFY
IMMEOIATaY. 1 800 243 2435.
___________________,3110

and mine Git.BERT. P.S. Nice

Best Gourmet Burgers and Pasta
In Town. Rome's Restaurant, 3488055. We DeiMlr Dally Specials-

PictureI

WrM.

------------------1m1

Rugby practice In the Field house - I would like to thank Parrish,
at 8:00 tonight don't forget your
Kohl, Erin, Shelby, and Heather
of Alpha Phi, Pierce's old lady
l.D.
Jen, Heather and Erin of Alpha
--------------~1m1
NICHOLE- YOU KNOW WE ARE
Gamma Delta, Jenny and Christle
of AST, Tammy and Marshall of
HERE FOR YOU WHENEVER
Delta Zeta, Val, Beth, Michele,
YOU NEED USI KEEP YOUR
Jessica, Kim and Heather of ASA
HEAD UPI YOU WILL BE THE
PANTENE GIRL SOMEDAY!! WE
for helplng out with Sigma Phi
LOVE YOU! JOEY & HEATHER.
Epallon's Rush. Thanks!! Craig.

--------------~1m1

--------------~1m1

.., Bill Watterson

"The 10 worm for $118 avdlble to any l'IOIHlOITm8l'C .....
vldual who wlahee to 8811 an Item or ftema prtced lowll' .._

$300 (max. of 3 Items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. , .
lame nat be priced. AU. ADS MUST BE PFE-IWO.

Name: ________________________

....,..~

Address: ...
·. _.....________~: _________.,..

Detl8 to NR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Me-ge:

(one~ per line)

.....,... ~ad---------------------_,.---r~--__
No........
Explndlon code (Olllce ... only) _____..,.
· -CompolloJ,.-..:;,.t

Amoull-=t-~-...-

•

..

4

....

' - - - - -

--

-
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.,....bing death of fan, riot
forces new action in Italy
ROME (AP) - The stabbing
death of a soccer fan and the
riot that followed has brought
Oil the postponement of a
round Qf games in this soccermad nation.
'Ihough. violence is endemic
in and around the stadiums,
it's the first time such a step
has been taken regarding
Italy's deepest pa.Ssion. Many
players, coaches and soccer
officials had called for the
action.
'nle presidents_of the soccer
leaeration and Olympic committ.ee met Monday on how to
respcm.d to Sunday's killing of
Vmcem.o Spagnolo, a 25-yearold Genoa team fan.
'Ibey decided to suspend all
national league sporting
evmts Sunday, when Italy's 18
&at-division teams play, alongwith the second and third divisicms. '!'he soccer schedule will
be delayed a week, with a
~ day to be determined
*8r. International play, such

large 1Topping

as Davis Cup matches in stadium Sit fans were streamN aples against the Czech ing in to watch the game
Republic, will be held.
against AC Milan, the team
"We realized yesterday that owned by ~edia tycoon and
this time we had really hit former premier Silvio Berlbottom," Antonio Matteres~. usconi.
head of the federation, said.
Berlusconi also owns
"We made the decision with Fininvest.
great grief; but we were forced
As the news spread during
to."
halftime, angry Genoa fans
Mario Pescante, head of the began raining bottles and
Olympic committee, said the other objects on the field. The
cancellation would signal game was suspended, and
sport's rejection of violence.
hundreds of fans rampaged
It also will hurt the state outside the stadium, smashing
and private Fininvest televi- car windows, setting fires and
sion networks, which together throwing rocks at police, who
devote some 13 hours to soccer responded with truncheons
on Sunday,· plus follow-up pro- and tear gas.
grams on . Monday and
The events have seized pubTuesday.
lie attention, dominating front
On Monda~ police said an pages, and resounded through
apprentice gardener from the halls of church and state.
Milan's outskirts, Simone
The Cabinet condemned the
Barbaglia, 19, had been crime. Senate President Carlo
arrested and charged with the · Scognamiglio, during debate
crime.
on a government confidence
Spagnolo was knifed in the vote, expressed cond<4ences to
stomach outside the Genoa the victim's family.

•5readetic;ke - $1.99
•Cheeseetic;ke - $3.30
-

s4s..5454

Liss ____________________~
• From Page 12A

from the league office, but this was just mother
c:bapter of the soap opera of the last 12 months
tbr PiJ>i>en, which has been a roller coaster ride.
There was the loaded gun found W. his car
last January.
· ...
There was the time he called the Chicago
Ima racists after a Bulls defeat in February.

There was the l.8 second playoff debacle
. . . . . tae KnicD last May.
.
~re •as iia reperted anger to trade
rumwa that included himself and Seattle forward Shawn Kemp in July.
'l11ere was his "trade me or trade Krause"
quote to the Chicago media, along with his contiaued grumblings for a reworked contract
- n l Christmas.
of course, there is his stormy relation• referees, who have issued Pippen 12
tadlllillllls already this season.
So where does this leave Pippen? A year ago,
Bulla star wu on top of the world after tak- . . d1e MVP tzophy at last year's All-Star
Since then, things have begun to crumROUDd him.
No doubt, Pippen is still one of t.he top five
....,ma in the NBA right now.
.
But his continued art.ions make Pippen more
~to his own team than to Bulls oppot.a. Bow can a club rely on a leader that

could explode in any given game, regardless of
the circumstances?
.
Reinsdorf is no angel in this fracas either.
Pippen's frustration with the club came to a
heated boil when reports that the Kemp deal
was all but made leaked out to the press.
Scottie Pippen apparently has a very. fragile
psyche. You don't let someone like that read
about his future fn the newspaper.
Reinsdorf most likely will stand tall until the
draft in June in order to create a deal that
includes some young talerit and draft picks in
exchange for Pippen.
But who knows? This is a respected businessman who claimed the Bulls lost Grant to free
agency because the ex-Bull allegedly reneged
on a verbal. contract agreement for this season.
C'mon, Jerry. If it ain't in writing, it just don't
count.
Four years ago, Michael Jordan screamed to
the media that Jerry Krause had to go, that his
inability to pull off a midseason deal for the ·
stretch run deemed him incompetent.
The Bulls won their first NBA title four
months later.
Pippen said similar things a year ago when
Krause couldn't land an established shooting
guard, and is even more outraged at the Bulls
front office now than Jordan ever was. And .the
Bulls are nothing but a .500 club now.
How far they've come.

et!ldayat

~arty's
·Bacon Cbeestlburger specials

Amaretto Mixers '1 •

All

le

1~

1

Tonight: 25C BBQ,s

3 pieces of golden brown fried chi
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy-col
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE $210

LUNCH

Try ·bur delicious
• Bar-B-Que Ribs

•Livers & Gizzards
•Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

Ask about our
CATERING• 345-6424

EK
WOULD LI
THE 1995President:
Exeeutlve ViCe
Vice Pres. of P
Vice Pres. of M,an11-.
Vice Pres. of 5ClllO
Vice PPlllMla. !lll~Wrrll~

Junior
:
Sophomore

p:

2-pc. chicken,
potatoes &
slaw& 1
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minut.es.
Tiffany Cheetham had a
killer day with one first and
two second place finishes.
Her first came on the mile
relay team with Kala Scott,
Kim Becker and Gina
Arinyatakoon.
She took second in the 55meter dash and the 200-met.er
dash.
Cristen Conrad and Amy
teams cap- Bersig placed second and
33 possible fourth in the 800-meter dash
's events on with times of 2:24.89 minutes
the Lantz and 2;26.92 minutes respectively.
The men's squad had just
the same impact on the
Western Illinois team as the
women did.
It was a solid, combined
effort from the team which
overcame its' o\rerhyped competition.
Eastern captured the top
three places in the pole vault
with Brian Rebhan, Mike
Quinlan and Eric Postma finishing in that order.
Tim Thompson took first in
the high jump with a leap of
6.08feet.
Justin Weiss and Davis
Lewis finished first and third
respectively in the 5K with
ti.mes of 15:01.2 minutes and
15:17.2 minutes.
Joe Rigaud and George
Wilson smoked their opponents while taking firsts in
their respective races. Rigaud
ran the 55-meter hurdles in
'ti.cm by one 7.93 seconds while W'tlson ran
in the 600- , the 400-meter dash in 48.9 sectime of 1:31.13 onds.

only one loss
has two, so
to create a
between the
and the soof the pack,' "
2-5, 7-2 in the
Jmew a win in
d be difficult
ady Panthers'
of Youngstown
at Lantz.
) is coming on;
ubt about it,"
head coach Sal
ey're a young
re getting betSo we knew a
road would be
mplishment for
n, who hit four
, and Frazier
12 points t.o lead
Jka contributed
Panthers' next
be at 5:15 p.m.
in Lantz Gym
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the 1990-91 season.
"We should f.eel.good about

But it was the play of
guard Johnny Hernandez
that Samuels kept talking
about after the game.
"When we were down 10 in
the second half, Johnny
Hernandez refused to let us
get beat," Samuels said.
Hernandez (15 points, five
assists) st.ole a pass with 3:05
left in the game and had a
lane for a shot that would
have given Eastern its first
lead. But he missed the dunk.
Still, that did not get him
down as he played tenacious
defense the rest of the way,
picking up.seven steals which
tied an Eastern single-game
record held by Steve Rowe in

our determination t.o get back
in the game," said Samuels,
"but we can't feel very good
about the way we started the
game."
The Panthers began very
flat, making just 9-of-23 field
goals (39 percent) in the first
half and being outrebounded
22-13. But Eastern closed t.o
within 27-23 with 4:39 left in
the first and was down just
eight points at the hal£
"We were just fightmg
the whole game and we're
sick of losing," said Hernandez. "Finally we got one of
these close ones and hopefully
it can start something for the
season."

EASTERN 72, . . . 71
&at:wR (72)
Hernandez !>-10 34 15, Landrus 313 6-9 13, Jordan 7-13 66 22,
Frankfordl-1 0-2 2, Moore 3-9 2-4
8, Odumuyiwa 3-3 1-2 7, Slauaflllr
1-5
3-7 5.
Tot.11123-54 21·34 72.

Buffalo (71)
Banks 1-5 0-2 2, Anderson 8-15 !>-7
26, Robinson 3-5 0-0 6, Young4-9
6-8 14, Cox3-6 1-2 7, Martinho 1·7
0-0 3, Wliliams 3-70-0 7, Hadavi 34 0-0 6.
Tota11 26-5812-19 71.
Buffalo
EASTERN

1
37
29

2
34
43

F
71
72

Three-point field goals: Eastem!>-17,
(Hernandez 2-3, Jordan 2-6, Landrus
1-6, Moore 0-2), Buffalo 7-17
(Anderson !>-9, Wiiiiams, 1-2,
Martinho 1-4, Banks 0-1, Cox 0-1);
Attend- 2,120.

Comeback~~~~~~~-• From Page 12A
seven points at halftime.

Odumuyiwa pleaded "every 30 seconds" to
get back in the game in the second half, but
Samuels want.eel quickness on the court so his
team could penetrate t.o the basket.
Even though he was on the bench, Odumuyiwa continued t.o cheer and root for his teammates.
"If you can't get excit.ed for your teammates
when they make a comeback like that, you
don't sense the camaraderie that team building
should have: noted Samuels about Odumuyiwa's support for the team.
Although Hernandez had two turnovers in
less than a minute with about four t.o play, he
made sure the miscues didn't let him down.
With the score tied 65-65, Hernandez closely

guarded Buffalo's Mike Martinho and st.ole the
ball.
Hernandez then drove to the basket and
went up for a two-handed jam - only t.o ha\18
the ball carom o1f the back of the rim, emir die
backboard and out of bounds.
Reflecting on that moment, Bernand•
lament.ad "I can't believe I missed that dunk.•
Miscues aside, Samuels credit.ad HemandM
for keeping his head in the game.
"When we were down by 10 in the ..,_.
halt; Johnny Hernandez refused t.o let u. I'*
beat," Samuels said. "He bad st.eals. n'wmM
and knocked the ball loose.•
Landrus made one final oom••t . .. .
major faCtor in the Panthers V-..,."I think this was a huae
"There's no way we would ....... . .
without a crowd like t.bat.•

wm.•

against the Westerwinds (7-1
in conference).
The Westerwinds' lone
conference loss was on their
home floor at the hands of
the Lady Panthers who beat
them 59-52 on Jan. 5.
&un.lo 57, EASTERN 53
BufWo(57)
Vogel 0-2 0-0 0, T. Rutnik 2-3 0-0 4,
K. Rutnik 2-5 0-1 4, Gardner 3-5 0-0
6, Doty 7-14 8-10 26, Cummings 2-9
1-2 5, Hale 2-5 0-1 4, Prinzing 2-2 0-1
4, GaDagher 1-1 2-3 4.
Total121-4611·18 57.

Ealtem (53)
Probst 04 0-0 0, Garbcwa 2-13 2-4 6,
Lee 1·5 6-7 8, Polka 4-15 0-0 10,
Green 4-12 0-0 12, Laska 0-1 2-2 2,
Frazier 6-15 0-1 12, Eades 1·2 1-2 3,
Beck 0-1 0-0 0
Total• 18-68 11-16 53.
1
Buffalo
28
EASTERN 18

2
F
29 -57
35 -53

Ttvee-point goals: Eastern: 6-20 (Green
48, Polka 2-5,Garbova 0-5, Laska 01, Frazier 0-1,), Buffalo: 4-13 (Doty.47, Cummings 0-3, Gardner 0-1, T.
Rutnik 0-1, Vogel 0-ll; Turnovers:

Eastern 18, Cent. Com. 21.

Ulll 8Wll'T/ Photo
Eastem's Sarah Probst (tn white uniform) ts guarded closely by a Buffalo player.

Coles County Chapter - American Red Cross
Thanks to all volunteers, organizations &... donors who helped In
1994 with Blood Drives. The list Is lo lndudln :

+ a:r=

MANAGEMENT INC.

SIXTH STREET 217 /345-6533
Leasing For '95-'96
wneApts.
AveApts.
6th St. Apts.

• Hert.tege Apts.
• 4th&. Buchanan

345-C>LI>E

Volunteerlsm Is the center, the heart; of the Red Cross services, and without the
giving heart of all lndMduals and organizations listed here, we could not have
served In helping others. You are Important to the American Red Cross; you
Important to someone else.
~aln, our thanks.
Board Of Directors, Coles Count;y 0..-

Randy
Liss
Sparta editor

These Bulls
are stubborn
as donkeys
Look up the word stubborn, and you'll likely find a

definition that includes the
word inflexible, or difficult to
emitrol.

Add two more words to
that list : Reinsdorf and
Pippen.
Bulls owner Jerry Reinsdorf and forward Scottie
Pippen have recently played
out the roles that labor
unions love to see - that of
the disgruntled worker and
the intolerable employer.
Pippen scored 27 points
and led the Bulls to a 116-84
win over Golden State on
Sunday, but that's not
enough to erase the images
of him tossing a seat onto the
United Center floor during
the second quarter of the
Bull1' eventual loss to San
4illltJIU'ie ast week while a
pi'oniotion WU being set
Luckily, no one was hurt,
but m action like that is simJly iaexeusable.
In the past month, both
Pippen and Reinsdorf have
apoken out in the media of
one's unhappiness in his
!9p11 tive situation.
Pippen lashed out at gen...U manager Jerry Krause
npert.ers, and asked that
Bulls trade him.
lllii..IGri replied for his star
1imply keep his mouth
aad something would be
to accommodate him.
Pippen later continued his
verbal barrage on Krause,
apin demanded a deal.
lllimdorf heard that, and to
trade, said, 'No way,
s-ttie. We'll never get the
r market value for you
-.Cause everyone thinks
ft desperate to deal you.'
So Pippen went out and, as
it seemed, attempted to
..U Reinsdorf trade him.
It seemed to be a statement by the All-Star forward
- trade me or I'll make you
Qliserable that rm here.
Pippen wants a trade.
Beinsdorf says uh-uh. These
IUYB are stubbom.
Twice this year, Pippen
has been ejected from a
game. The Bulls lost both.
Last week's chair incident,
though, cost Chicago both the
San Antonio game, from
which Pippen was tossed,
and the Orlando game two
Rights later, when the Bulls
lost only 102-99 to a Magic
team that was without
Horace Grant.
Pippen received a slap on
the hand with his one-game
suspension and $6,000 fine
• See Ll88 Page 1DA

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports ed!tor

The producers at SportsChannel
have to be kicking themselves in the
butt.s for not televising this contest.
In a game that was· supposed to be_
shown live but was not because of the
revised NHL schedule, Eastern's men's
basketball team overcame a 23-6 first-

half deficit to shock Buffalo 72-71
Monday night in Lantz Gym.
Eastern guard Derrick Landrus (13
points) made two free throws with five
seconds left to seal the victory for an
Eastem squad that simply would not
quit.

A last gasp shot by the Bulls' Jamie
Anderson barely missed as the
Panthers (9-9 overall) broke a fourgame conference losing streak to up
their Mid-Continent Conf~ record
to 4-5. Buffalo dropped to 11-7 overall,
6-4 in the Mid-Con.
"I guess we were lucky because that
guy's shot almost went down," said
head coach Rick Samuels after the
game. "Had it gone down, it probably
would have really deflated us."
On their previous possession, the
Bulla had the ball with 36 seconds left
and the game tied at 70. Samuels chose
to have Landrus foul Buffalo's Modie
Cox who made one of his two free

KARIS'f!fJFT/

Eastern guard Johnny Hemaru:lez guards a Buffalo player in the
72-71 win Monday night in Lantz Gym Hemaru:lez was a key to

Hernandez leads comeb
the game not even finish
guard Derrick Landrus kn

felt.
Johnny Hemandez summed it up
"I wanted to cry," Landrus
best after the Eastern men's basketball
But head coach Rick S
team edged conference foe Buffalo 72- that his team had a chance
71 Monday night at Lantz Gym.
into the game.
"We were just fighting the whole
'"There's all kind of emm111
game," Hemandez said. "We were sick through your mind," Sam
oflosing."
"You're trying to find a swi
Hernandez certainly had a valid the game back on."
point. The Panthers entered the contest
Two players that Sam
with a four-game conference losing for making sure his team
streak.
throws.
were Hemandez and Mi
And the Panthers definitely had to uyiwa.
Forward Louis Jordan led the
Panthers with 22 points on 7-for-13 fight the whole game after the Bulls
Odumuyiwa plajed 14
shooting. It was his third straight game claimed a 23-6 lead only 8:19 into the in the first half The forward
with at least 20 points.
contest.
from the field and had a
Down
17
points
with
one-quarter
of
• See COllBBACK
• See llBJlf Page 1 lA

throws.

"He's not a very good free throw
shooter and we decided hey, we've been
in that boat too many times. Let's dictate the action," Samuels said.
The scenario worked perfectly as
Landrus took the ball on East.em's last
possession on a designed play to penetrate and draw the foul. Landrus, who
had made just fuur of seven free throws
in the game, calmly sank both free

Women's team bows dow11 to Ro
Slow start ends hope
for 4th straight win
By JOHN BATES
Staff writer.

Before Monday, the Lady Panthers
had spent the last several games running up the, ladder of the Mid-Continent
Conference.
But· against Buffalo Monday night,
they slipped on a step.
Led by a relentless defense, the
Royals stopped the Lady Panthers' winning streak at three with a 57-53 victory in Lantz Gym - the Lady Panthers'
first conference loss at home this season.

"It was a case of two good defensive
teams going after each other," said head
coach John Klein. "Unfortunately, I
think they frustrated us more with their
defense then we were able to."
But what looked to be a Buffalo

,,...

i t was a case of'two jood_ defensive
going a~er each other.
blowout almost turned into a Lady
Panther comeback after being down by
as many as 20 points.
With 2:22 left in the game Nicky
Polka hit a three-pointer to cut the
Buffalo lead to 54-50, then Jaime 'Eades
hit a shot down low, bringing Eastem
within two points with 59 seconds left to
play.
After Polka stole the inbounds pus,
the Lady Panthers had a chance to tie
the game, but a pass from Barbora
Garbova slipped through the hands of
Tourrie Frazier who was open underneath the basket.
"It was so strong," Garbova said about

her pass to Frazier. "
catch it."
Buffalo's Melanie Vi
throws with 19 seconds
put her team up 56-52
chance for a Lady Pan
"We're real proud of
came back, and they c
have anything to feel
said. "We gave a good
chance at the end to tie
ahead and win, but (
enough time. But a real
The loss dropped
overall and 5-4 in the
• See 1f'Olla
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Mayumi YotSumoto (left to right) Maki lnada and Sarah Wong display their Chinese New Year outfits at the lntematlalal

House. photo by John Cox/Photo Editor.

I ck people are here, and we are here to stay
cousin? If so, what did he need electric shock therapy for?
None of these so called "facts" are funny. They are a
direct attack against a great man and the AfricanAmerican race in general.
Dr. King did not go through years of violence and trying
It bas come to my attention that there are some people
that do not or are not taking the celebration of Dr. Martin to make this world a better place to live to have people
demean his name and all that he had worked for.
Luther King Jr. birthday seriously.
If people want black and
There was a group of people sitting
whites to get along on this camdown in dining services when someone
pus, the first thing that needs to
pointed out the most degrading "jokes"
come about is the respect of one
about Dr. King that I had ever heard
another.
before. And the shocker, it was not
I don't see anyone making
from students, but from the Office of
jokes about George Washington
Student Housing.
or Christopher Columbus. And
Everyone that has ever been down in
we all know Columbus was one
food services know that there are
of the most racist and prejudiced
monthly pamphlets that are printed out
men that walked the face of the
and sat on each table. These pamphlets
earth.
can consist of anything.
And for anyone that wants to
It can be things to trivia about a perquestion those points: go pick up
son, place or thing. It could be about
a history book or take a class.
up and coming events at Eastern, but it
I'm also tired of people quesjust so happens that this monthly pamtioning why we should celebrate
phlet decided to make Dr. King the butt
Dr. King's birthday or why
of their jokes.
·
should there be a black history
How could a university that so much
month?
respect him, degrade him with the
The best way I know how to
"Little Known Facts About Martin
answer that is that it is white hisLuther King Jr."? (On page 4)
Robin S. Wtlliams, Editor In Chief
tory month everyday.
Take for instance this "fact".
One month out of the year,
"Martin wanted to attend EIU but be
which is also one of the shortest
could not get in-state tuition rates."
Or the "Martin's third cousin on his father's side months of the year, should not be a threat to anyone. And
received elective electric shock therapy and suffered bad even if it is, black people are learning about one another
side effects."
·
everyday and one month is not going to change that.
Face it Eastern, black people are here and we are here to
First of all, it is senseless things like this that causes
stay. People want this campus to be unified? Well, once
sepegation on this campus.
Seeond of all, (the real fact) King attended one of the we start respecting each other, our rights, history and
most prestigious black colleges in the United States: background, maybe we can become unified.
But it's below-the-belt punches like this toward our race
orebouse University.
And thirdly, comments about King's family are not that make unity seem impossible.
hamorous. Does anyone actually know about his third
BY ROBIN S. WILLIAMS
Editor in Chief

~,auty

Salon is not top priority for minorities
e still have greater problems

fulfilling Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 's dream of a world
in which we can all work together as brothers and sisters.
There are many activities, projects, and festivities
Bastern's recent attempts to accommodate some of that go on at Eastern that do not cater to its minority
students and we continue to pay for it! But
e beauty needs of its minority stuthis is not the point.
t1 bas surfaced some unjustified
1'911111tmeat from a handful of students
The University Union is not trying to
"cheated."
segregate any group; but instead offer a
coalescence of things offered to its diverse
According to some students, the
student body.
· talon that will be added to the
tin Luther King Jr. University
As if viewing through the wrong end of
a telescope, some fail to see the entire picUnion should be accessible to all stucleats (not just Black students), espeture, thus judging what they cannot see.
cially when all students on campus
Hair-care and beauty products is not a top
priority for minorities at Eastern.
y the same tuition. But ironically,
they believe "If the funds for the hair
We have far greater problems and issues
that need to be addressed.
Hlon are coming from the Black
nt Union, that is fine."
The addition of the beauty salon is just
a stepping stone· toward making our voices
The contradiction of feeUngs of
heard and getting some of our needs met.
these students seems to stem from
Especially during the month of February,
jealousy. Is this an issue of all stuOmar Headen, Staff Writer
dents having the convenience of this
let us all put it in our consciou.sness to
hair salon, or why the "majority"
become an entity as Eastern's student body
and stray away from separating our ideas, beliefs, and
should have to pay for the "minority?"
If the answer is the latter, we are a long way from traditions from one •notber.
BY OMAR HEADEN
Staff Writer

Opinion
kif Martin Luther King, Jr. were alive today he would be
h today's race relations?

Julie Ferris
Junior/Sociology
"No I don't think he'd be satisfied. I
think he'd be upset with hiw slowly

progress has been made. It's obvious
that discrimination still goes on it just
isn't as outward or blatant, like right
there on the street, but it happens in
more advanced places, like in the work
place."

Carolyn Magbziasz
Senior/ EngUsb

everyone to come
in peace and harmoare becoming more
they are so used to
in the past and they
10 confront each other
hopes and dreams."

Napacom Atxanazxa
Graduate Student

Abbey Perkins
Junior/Psychology

"Yes, I think he would be very happy
to know that human relations are now
getting better and now all people of
different cultures and races are getting
along better than they were in the

"No. I think that there are still a lot of
problems in classrooms."

past."

Steven Cbamben
Sophomore/ Joum•llsm/En......

"I don't think he would be completely
satisfied because we still have a long
way to go, but compared to where we
were before, I think he would be
pleased with where we've come from
and where we are now. We've made a
lot of improvement"

0

"No, because I have a lot of friends
who just hang around black people,
who just know black people. And I
know a lot of people outside of black
people, white people who only hang
around with white people."

N

QUESTION
Should there be a
Miss Black EIU Pageant?
BE ON THE LOOK OUT WE NEED YOUR

v

VOICES'
VOICES
VOICES

All photos
John Cox

ua••

This month's Photo
question is pertaining to .IMIBn
Luther King, Jr. 's visi
having his dream of race ·---

tions getting along.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Tribute
Facts, Trivia, and March on Eastern's campus
photo by John
Cox/Photo Editor
Ross Martin ,
president Alpha
Phi Alpha, begins
the presentation in
the Martin Luther
King Jr. Student
Union after a
march that began
at Thomas Hall.

photo by John Cox/Photo
Crystal Hill looks on as Ellmer Pullen describes life when both Dr. Martin Lu
Jr. and his dream were still alive.

LI'ITLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.:
1. Martin wanted to attend EIU but he could not get in-state
tuition rates
2. Martin knew his school fight song
3. Martin didn't like Richard Daley very much and vice-

versa.
4. Martin's mom made him clean his plate just like yours
did
;lillll'l!"lll aot into trouble in his hall also, but he was sorry

"fl11Ei~s'liili!t(OCJdiiiiimn on his father's side received elec
tive electric shock therapy and suffered bad side effects
7. Martin never played drinking games in his room, he
played Yatzee with his friends
8. Martin would have seen "Forest Gump" several times if
he were still around, and he wouldn't even have waited
till it came to the discount cinema.
From the Office of Student Housing Brochure

photo by John Cox/Photo Editor
Ellmer Pullen, wearing an African garment, address marchers
about what life was like during the '60s.
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s about sweethearts back on
's campus are put to rest
LORI RUBENACKER
Edit Page Editor
flying about the return of sweethearts to
actuality, sweethearts were never really
system. So what are they and what's all
pt of sweethearts came from special
· ) would recogniu a young woman or
part of some special activities that they
CeCe Brinker, assistant director of student
when students were defining sweethearts
sister" organization which was usually
"ties. 1bese were, in most cases, illegal
• the national level.
er, the situations began to get out of hand
would carry over into the next year and
and functions in which the fraternity particito four years ago the Student Activities
of the fraternities were creating their
ps.
university went into action and implemented
regard to the formation of auxiliary groups
IOl'Orities.
does not recognize ..litde sisters" or "little
up of any fraternity or sorority. However,
allow chapters to still have their special
eart balls.
·on with a significant function or special
, then they can recruit young women to be
event or that court and then eventually
young women as a sweetheart," Ms. Brinker
function has ended then, the ties to all those
competed in that activity cease."
ea to add that there should not be any carry
women as associated members or honorary
mthe fraternities.

The Office of Student Activities also found that some groups,
particularly fraternities, tried to keep these girls active and basically run their own little Greek system.
Some fraternities began to abuse their privileges by charging
dues and pledge the girls as a part of the sweetheart recruitment
process.
The biggest problem with this was the liability factor. "The
national office did not want that liability associated with these
women being affiliated with the fraternity by name of activity
or anything else," said Brinker.
Some of the groups were credible and got rid of these subgroups on their own. Those that did not were confronted by the
university and told to take on the responsibility of these groups.
When the fraternities decided that they didn't want responsibility , they terminated these groups.
The fonnation of sweethearts was also detrimental to the
sorority system. Brinker stated, "What you found was that
young women were being recruited as sweethearts as if they
were becoming a member of their own sorority." Consequently,
this reduced the number of girls the sororities were recruiting.
"What you will find, especially with the Black Greek Council
organizations, is that several of these young women would be
sweethearts and then find that their relations with trying to go
from a sweetheart to the sorority level was strained," commented Brinker.
Although many of the girls in sororities today did start out as
a sweetheart, many realized that there was more to be offered
by the Greek community so they decided to become Greek.
Drinker's gave advice tO the non-Greek women: "H young
women are interested in going Greek, then becoming a 'little
sister' is not the way to go and is not the route to get them
there."
Brinker also advises these young who are considering being
sweethearts to not participate in anything that "demands any
more from you than what's required," said Brinker. "H so you
should not be apart of its because it's illegal..".

Highlights for
Black History
Month
Movie: "The Inkwell"
February 17 & 18
8:00 pm, $1.00 admission
Library Lecture Hall

Panel Discussion: The College Experience
the Transition to the Work Place
February 21
7:00pm
Lumpkin Hall 122
Children's Literature - Lecture and Display
February 23
3:30pm
Tarble Arts Center
Influence of African-Americans
February 24
7:00- 11:00 pm
7:00- 7:20 - Discussion/Lecture
7:20 - 8:00 - Slide Lecture of Influence of
African-American Dance
8:00 -11 :00 - Participation/Demonstration of
Line and Group Dancing
Grand Ballroom, University Union
Reception from 8:00 - 9:00 pm in 1895
Room, University Union
Parents' Appreciation Luncheon
February 25
1:00 pm, admission charged
University Ballroom, University Union

Miss Black EIU Pageant
February2S
7:00 pm, admission cluupd
Grand Ballroom, Univmily •

Speech Pathology
A major seldom heard on campus until
Art Display
February 1 - 28
Library Hours
llllnmce of Booth Library

African-American Read-In
Chain
Febmary5
2:00pm
Room, University Union

: Dr. Roslyn Walker, Curator,
Museum of African Art
February 16
7:00pm
Tarble Arts Center
Heritage Dinner
176:00 pm (Cocktails 5:30 pm),
admission charged
Ballroom. University Union

BY WRI RUBENACKER
Edit Page Editor
Communication Disorders and Sciences, more commonly
known as speech pathology, is a department that relatively few
students arc aware of on this campus.
But speech pathology is not a field that has many minorities
going into it.
Why aren't there many any African-American students in
these classes? Why aren't there many Latino students in classes? Why aren't there many Asian students in these classes?
Speech-language problems aren't exclusive the Caucasian
communites. So why aren't isn't there more minorities going
into this field?
Ms. Charlotte A. Wasson is assistant professor in the department of Communication Disorders and Sciences. Last October,
she attended a conference held in Washington, D.C. entided
"Recruitment and Retention of African-American Students to
Speech-Languase Pathology and Audiology."
It was sponsored by the National Black Association of
Speech-Language Pathologists and Audiologists and co-sponsored by the American Speech-Language Hearing Association
(ASHA).
Historically the major has not been successful with recruitment or retention of minority students, not only in Illinois, but
nation wide.
"ASHA is very serious about minority recruitment and has
set a multicultural asenda for the year 2000," commented Ms.
Wasson. '"'Ibey are setting specific goals toward the recruitment and retention of minority students, specifically geared
toward African-American students."
The conference had approximately 75 people in attendance
·consisting of department chair persons, faculty, and students
from universities around the country.
Topics discussed ranged from those concerning issues that
confront African-American students in existing programs to
trying to retain them while less time was spent on recruitment.
According to Ms. Wasson there were two recurring themes at
this conference:
1. How to get students into the program. There needs to be
money to recruit students.
2. Once they're in the program, there needs to be a mentorship or support system to help them through the program successfully.
Currently there are no minority graduate students in
Eastern 's department of Communication Disorders and

Sciences and vecy few minorities at the _ _ __
''There is no good answer to why mincaitY -..-.
this field," said Ms. Wasson.
The department has talked with Johnetta Jones, dUeclor ~
Minority Affairs, about recruitment strategies and even seat aat
brochures about the department to various minority groups bae
on campus.
As of 1994, there were 900 African-American ASHA c:atitied speech-language pathologists, <io Africao-Americaa -6ologists and 14 African-American's with their PhD in lbe ldd.
Ms. Wasson stated, "Considering the ASHA membenllip
total is over 80,000 nationwide, minorities are aignificantlJ
under represented."
Many of the job opportunities available for minority ...._
are the same as for any other student graduating from die
department.
However, there are a number of jobs that geared specifically
toward minorities. Ms. Wasson stated that some cau1e1 fur
speech-language problems specific to minority groups me different than they are from the majority population.
Katrina Hammond is a sophomore and a first year SIUdr.at ia
the department of Communication Disorders and Sciences.
She originally wanted to be a physical therapist. but didn't
want to transfer after two years because Eastern only bu
physical therapy program.
A friend told her about the speech pathology prosrbecause many times speech-language pathologists and physical
therapists work along side one another.
Hammond decided to try it out and if she didn't lib i t •
would immediately change her major. "Now that I'm in 1111
major classes, I really like it," she said, "I've found somedain8
that I really like to do."
Hammond has some advice for those students thinking lhaut
entering the major. "Find out what the major is about and mUie
sure it's something you're interested in," she said.
"Hit is, get involved! Join the National Student SpeechLanguage Hearing Association (NSSLHA) and attend the 1111111ings. Come and sec what it's about," expressed Hammond.
There is scholarship information available in the deptrUmat,
which is located above the Health Service through the south
entrance.
"Many students don't know (the department) exists or tb9
wide range of opportunities available to them after~..
Ms. Wasson added.
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ear of the Pig
Chinese students on campus celebrate New Yi
with Traditional Values
BY SARAH WONG
Staff writer
The people of China will soon celebrate one of the
most important holidays of Chinese culture.
The Chinese New Year holiday atmosphere can be
felt long before the holiday occurs. New Year, will
begin on January 31 and ends February 4.
Each member of a Chinese family is involved in the
preparation of the Chinese New Year.
Women prepare to clean their house on January 25.
It Will usually take about two days depending on the
size· of the house. But according to tradition, cleaning
is not to be done after January 27 and for the remainder
of the holiday.
All are expected to get a new haircut a few days
before the celebration and wear new clothes on the
New Year day. Wives start to prepare the New Year
meals for the family, they must shop for ingredients
ud new clothes for their children and other family
QJCmbers.
Older Chinese traditions dictated that showers or
baths were not allowed on the New Year's eve or on
New Year's day.
It wu thought that a shower or bath would wash
away luck for the coming year. But even today men
shave at least two days before the New Year's Eve and
no one can wash their hair on New Year's eve or New
Year's day.
Also in previous years, Chinese would wear traditional garments for the celebration, which are similar
to Japanese kimonos.
January 28 to 30 are set aside entirely for preparing
and cooking meals for the celebration. Wives in each

family cook together, instead of preparing dishes individually, as is done in American celebrations.
While the wives are cooking, the men in each family
buy fresh flowers, such as peach blossoms. The peach
blossoms are then placed in a designated location of
the home that will bring good luck and good fortune to
the families. These fresh flowers symbolize a new
environment and new beginning for the family.
During the holiday, all celebrants are expected to be
kind and gentle to everyone including their enemies.
Upon greeting each. other, they are expected to reply
"Kong Hei Faat Choi", which means: I wish you good
luck and may God bring you wealth for the new year.
The most exciting part of the New Year for children
comes when they receive "Red Pockets" from their
parents, grandparents and relatives. Red Pockets are
folded red paper that is decorated and filled with
money.
On the eve of the New Year, parents place two pairs
of golden oranges next to the pillows on their children's beds (Golden oran~es are similar to American
oranges but are much smaller). The parents then put a
Red Pocket under each pillow. The children are not
allowed to open the Red Pockets until New Year's day.
But before children can receive their Red Pockets,
they wish the giver good luck, and receive the Red
Pocket with both hands.
Children are also expected to give their parents and
grandparents a cup of Chinese tea in the morning and
wish them good luck in their businesses, good health
and that God grant them whatever they wish for.
Businesses also participate in the celebration of
Chinese New Year by having dinner with their employees. A whole chicken is always served. But the chicken

"I'm Beautiful ... "
Beauty Section will have more availability in
Union for minority students
BY OMAR HEADEN
Staff writer
Steps are being taken toward accommodating
Eastem's minority students' need for beauty salons
and hair care products.
The Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Bookstore plans to increase the availability of beauty
products for minorities by adding a new "beauty section" to the store.
"We think that there is a need for these products that
1n not offered in the community," said Susan Harris,
administrative assistant to the director of student ser-

vices.
The bookstore received its first orders for hair care
products geared toward minority students on
November 17 and expects to gradually receive more
as shipments come in.
"We're just trying to fulfill a need to our students
and offer them some of the things they need at a fair
price," Harris said.
In the future, the Union may open its first beauty
salon with beauticians that can cater to the needs of
Easlan's minority students.
WJbe Union staff had looked at various locations,
ad we think that we have a good spot," she said.
Before attempting to initiate these goals, Harris said
lhe went before the Black Student Union for support
and advice from its members.
"I think it is important to ask what .people want,
iDRead of assuming," she said. ''We hope to get a wide
variety of products that students want. but a license is
required to purchase many of the salon products."
WJbe directors of the Union are in full support of
my efforts to help bring about a change," Harris
ldded. "I'm looking forward to feedback from students as well."
Angela Grimes, president of the Black Student
Union, said for more than a year, the BSU has been
aeeting solutions to help minimize the inconveniences
midority students are faced with when dealing with
lbeir beauty needs.
"I'm happy that our voices are being he ard,"

Grimes said. "BSU has had many concerns about this
issue, but was uncertain as to when anything would
actually be done about it... The aid of the Union is definitely a positive step for us."
The Union does not intend to compete with local
stores, but simply provide a more convenient alternative to its students.
According to a local store manager, the voice of students can have an effect on what products are sold in
stores.
"Students should request the merchandise they need
from store managers," said Joe Dosien, manager of
Walgreens at 1430 E. Charleston St.
''This Walgreens has been selling beauty products
for minorities since 1989 and just started shipping in
cosmetics two and a half months ago," he said.
Among Walgreens, Osco, and Wal-Mart, Walgreens
has the largest selection of minority beauty products.
"Since I've been here, we've never had any complaints about the stock we've carried," said Dosien.
But, according to a 10 person survey, Eastern's
minority students are suffering from the lack of beauty
salons and hair care products in Charleston.
Results from the survey conclude that minority students are inconvenienced and forced to make ext.ensive road trips to find beauticians and hair care products, because beauticians in Charleston don't serve
most minority students needs.
Of the 10 minority students interviewed, eight
women and one man claim that there is no licensed
beautician in Charleston qualified to style their hair.
"We need a store for the women of color," Tammy
Hairston, a junior at Eastern said.
"I understand that this is a predominately white city,
but it's not fair that I don't have access to my beauty
supply needs," said Melissa Conyears, a sophomore.
"I spend most of my time here at school, and I consider this to be my home."
As some possible solutions to this problem, six of
those interviewed recommended that surveys coocerning minority students need to be administered and that
local stores obtain products from minority distributors.

is symbolic.
If an employee is served the head of the
means the employee has been fired. This
employees nervous because only the bosses
will receive the head of the chicken.
Just after midnight in the early morni
Year's day, celebrants attend services at
Various fruits and food are brought to th
be given as offerings. It is often believed
person to offer food and fruits will enjoy
the next year. Those who attend temple,
their fortunes at this time.
It is customary to visit relatives on th
Day. When one arrives at a relative's b
works show to take place in front of the h
to scare the devil away.
The New Year day breakfast is then
eaten. Parents traditionally eat first, t
child. In front of ancestors' pictures, the
out and two pieces of Xiang (a type of
are burned.
Everyone has at least two glasses of
and later dinner is eaten. There are end
cakes and dumplings on the table for
waiting for dinner.
The New Year's day dinner contains
food. There are dishes ranging from:
whole chicken) with onion and herbs to
boiled fish, one or two types of soups,
crabs and fruits. The theme for all the fi
sent nature.
The Chinese New Year is quite di
America's New Year with many days
which last much longer.
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e
tion comes together
world, beginning with herself.
This play had a message of: wake up
and realize the struggle that was and the
of all races had a struggle that is taking place now.
the power, the harThe play also pointed out a real dilemthe 1960's "as por- ma that is facing the Afncan-American
the "Passage."
race now: black on black crime.
was performed by
In addition theplay contained a mixture
January 18, in the of laughter, anger, sadness and hope.
Jr. University Union.
Even with all the emotions one could
ut was of all races feel from this play, one could still realize
The play gave every- the meaning of this play. The meaning: to
an insight into the help the African- American race.
As Kelsey Productions stated, "Some
to face in the 1960's.
consisted of six actors of us do not know or have forgotten our
of significant blacks history. There was a time when our histoParks to Jesse Jackson ry was alive... yet somehow, Black history
became entangled in the webs of discothewith a scene of a . ques, television and stocks and bonds.
took her heritage for How can we unravel the webs of distracabout the clothes on tions? The answer may lie in our youth."
on her feet.
Kelsey productions showed all who
·on of the play, she attended that if one has hope and persisggles of her race and tence that things can change.
to help change the

That's Amore
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at
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That's Amore
g Barriers

owan's struggle to overcome racism in the journalism field
BY TAMALA GANT
News Editor

·we, Brown and Company

Mrs. Bessie Taylor Gwynn, Rowan's high school
English teacher, helped mold him into the man he has
become because she taught him to make the best of his
intelligence.
She inspired him to read more because she felt that it
was important to be well informed on what was going
on.
"She was an example of an aphorism we must

Barriers", the autobiography of
umnist Carl Rowan is an inspirremains timely four years after
gins by briefing readers about
as a child in poverty. Rowan
growing up in McMinnville,
1933 and living in a crowded
all of his brothers and sisters had
a dirty floor. He referred to
as a brutally racist community.
circumstance, Rowan still felt
to be someone special. Two peoplayed key roles in helping him
person- a columnist who had
awards.
~ because "she displayed an
ding that parental support and
nderful simulators of the selfyearning for knowledge, the willork, of children at all levels of
0

tes, "I loved it beyond explanarstanding when she would call off the
spelling book and after I had spelled each
y she would say to me: 'There can't be
dlat school smarter than you'"
·

accept: An informed, dedicated teacher is a blessing ti>
children and an asset to the nation," Rowan writes.
In October 1943 Rowan received orders from the
Navy. During his naval career, he was stationed at

Oberlin and Washburn colleges. At the end of bis
at Washburn, he was transferred to Northweltera
University. He later returned to Oberlin Colle1e eo
pursue his dream of becoming a journalist.
Rowan then became a very good political wri•
various publications. He wu once assigned
report on President Eisenhower.
During this assignment, he was forced to sleep ·
separate hotels than the white reporters also coverinl
the President slept. But, he writes that this did
stop him.
In addition to reporting, Rowan also bepa
write on foreign affairs.
He is currently a nationally syndicated columailt
for the Chicago Sun-Times.
In my opinion, this book was written well•. Tiii
book flows we ll and it was easy to understaa4
Rowan's life and imagine what he went through u a
black man.
I would highly recommend this book for just Dlllding enjoyme'n t or as part of a class assignment.
I've learned that "Breaking Barriers" is sometbial
that all people can achieve. Rowan not only ove~
can1e personal obstacles but professional challenps
as well, at a time when blacks were made to fe.t
inferior to their white counterparts.
Everything he did, he did to the best of his ability,
especially in the newsroom.
Today there is a need for more minorities in
newsroom and Rowan should be an example to aH of
us that we should learn to break barriers and owrcome obstacles of being the only minority.
Overall, this book helped me realize that a
African-American journalism student, I must ._·•~•
attitudes toward some of the negative feel'
about society and the obstacles that are in my way.
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uni-cultural
Job Fair planned
for future
BY HIROKO HATADA
Staff Writer
.
Students will have opportunities to market themselves to
employers at the Multi-Cultural
Job Fair, Tuesday February 28, at
the Martin Luther Ling Jr.
University Union from 9:30 a.m.
to2:30p.m.
The second annual MultiCultural Job Fair, hosted by the
Career Planning and Placement
Center, is expected to bring more
than 60 companies, businesses,
departments and organizations.
All students are encouraged to
attend the job fair. Freshmen and
sophomores will also have
opportunities to learn about their

careen.
"Students will have chance to

look for internship, as well as the
full time job,'' Warren Kistner, an
associate director of the Career
Planning and Placement Center,

said.
The Multi-Cultural Job Fair
provides an opportunity for the
many employers who are seeking
to diversify their work force.
"Each company is will have
one to three representatives to
interview students and possibilities for second interviews,"
Kilmer said.
1he Center will also host three
separate evening seminars to help
students prepare for the job fair.
1hey will take place on February
7, IS, and 21 at 7 p.m. in the
Career Planning and Placement
Center, Room 13, in the Student
Service Building.
The Center will be hosting a
fair on February 1 to allow
students more opportunities for
job placement.
"Students can take advantage of
both opportunities," Kistner said.
Students are encouraged to
dress professionally and bring
copies of resumes.
A complete program for the
Multi-Cultural Job Fair will be
available one week before the job

fair.
If students bring a copy of their

resume to the Career Planning and
Placement Center by February 27,
I00 copies will be printed at the
cost of SS.
Students who have questions
about the job fair should contact
the Career Planning and
Placement center at 581-2412.

BY TONY PEREZ
Features F.ditor
With still two years to go in his college
career, Eastern guard Johnny Moore is making
an impact on Eastern's campus and the mens
basketball team.
Moore, standing 6ft. 2in., l 80lbs, better
known as ..I-Moore" or ..#40" to those who
are better with numbers, came to campus last
year as a freshman basketball player.
When Moore stepped onto Eastem's court
last year who knew he was going to be one of
the best young players to wear the old blue
and white.
Moore, 19, grew up in South Bend, Indiana.
He said his first love was baseball, but it
didn't take long before he began to play the
sport that would eventually take him to college and perhaps even the NBA.
It was in fifth grade that he took the basketball and ran with it ever since.
..My fifth grade basketball coach was the
one to help me develop my skills, and he
called my soon-to-be high school coach to let
him know what I needed to work on," Moore
said.
Moore continued to excel at Concorde High
School, the same school Shawn Kemp of the
Seattle Supersonics attended.
Concorde also turned out a few other great
athletes: Rick Meyer of the Seattle Seahawks
and Ernie Jones of the St. Louis Cardinals.
..Growing up in Indiana, basketball was the
sport everyone played," Moore said. "It's the
most popular sport there."
Although he received offers from

----
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Louisville and Florida, Johnny chose to attend
Eastern where he could be close to his parents
and 11-year-old sister, Jessica
In a player profile program distributed by
Eastern, coach Rick Samuels called him
..explosive". Moore's roommate Steve Gray, a
senior administration in education major and
staff assistant for Eastern's basketball team,
agrees. Moore and Gray, who is also from
South Bend, have been roommates for the
past two years. Gray said he often watches
Moore play and recognizes his skills as a basketball player.
"He' s got a lot of potential," Gray said.
"He's probably going to be one of the best
players that will come out of Eastern."
Moore's aspirations of becoming a professional basketball player are what some people
may call realistic. If he doesn't play basketball, he hopes he can do something with his
Economics degree.
"Playing basketball is what I like, anything
else would be a bonus," Moore said. "Just
making it is good enough for me."
When asked to describe himself, Moore
said, "I see myself as a nice person, at times I
could be sensitive and I could be serious. I try
to get along with everybody. But with everything I do I feel I have to prove something."
In his free time, Moore said he likes to listen to music and watch his favorite college
basketball team North Carolina play.
Moore added that he hopes to move away
from South Bend, Indiana to a community
where he can raise a family away from crime,
drugs and gangs.
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